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Abst ract - - In  [1], Dragomir gave an inequality of Simpson's type for functions whose derivatives 
belong to Lp spaces. Here, we generalize his results using functions whose ~th derivatives, n
{2, 3, 4}, belong to Lp spaces. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
( )110 of significant fornmlas in numerical integration is Sinlpson's inequality which states that if 
t '(41 exists and is bounded on (a, by, then 
I ./(x) dec b-a  o b 1 - 
6 f (a )+4f  - -  +f (b )  < 2~(  b_a)o  i . (1) 
If the function f is neither four-time differentiable nor tile fourth derivative of f is bounded 
on [a, b], then we cannot apply inequality (1). In I2 6], some recent results about Simpson's type 
inequalities are given. Those results involve functions of bounded variation and the Lipschitz 
functions. Here we consider functions whose l~th derivative, n _< 4, belongs to Le spaces. 
For n = 1, the result of that kind can be found in [1]. and also in [4]. Namely, the following 
result holds. 
"FHEOIR.EM A. Let  f : [a, b] --+ R be an absolutely cont inuous f lmct ion such that .f' behmlas 
to L,,[a, b]. Then  we have 
j,b b- a [ (a~72 b) ] J. (2q+l -~- 1) ]/q f (x )dr - -~  f (a )+4f  + f(b) ~ 6 \ :~/ -17  (t, a)'+~/,l[f'll,, (2) 
~q~ere 1/p  + 1/q = 1, p > 1. 
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As usual, I1" lip is a norm in Lp[a,b], i.e., Ilullp = (f~ lu(x)lPdx) lip. The idea of the proof is 
b 
to rewrite f2 f(x) dx - ((b - a)/6)[f(a) + 4f((a + b)/2) + f(b)] as an integral - f :  s(x)f '(x) dx, 
where s is a function defined by 
5a+b a b 
~(~)  = 6 ' 
x 6 , xE  ,b , 
and then apply H61der's inequality on that integral. That identity can be found in the book [7] 
like some other similar identities. The following identities from [7, p. 174] are of special interest 
for deriving Simpson's type inequalities: 
1/(a+~)/ :  ( 2a+b)  f"(x) dx R( f )  = -~ ~a (x -a )  x 3 
1 / (  I (a+2b)  
+ ~ +b)/2(X -- b) x - f"(x) dx, 
(3) 
1 f(a+b)/2 (x  R(f )  = --~ j ,  (x - a) 2 - - -  
6 +b)/2 (x -  b)2 x--  - -  
a +2 b) f '"(x) dz 
a +2 b) f '"(x) dx, 
(4) 
R(f)  l fa(a+b)/2 ( = (x -  a) 3 x 
+ +b)/2(x- b) 3 x 
a q~ 2b ) f(4)(x) dx 
2a3 + b)  f(a)(x ) dx, 
(5) 
where f is a function such that if, f ' ,  fm is an absolutely continuous function, respectively, and 
R(f)  = f2 f(x) dx - (b - a)/6[f(a) + 4f((a + b)/2) + f(b)]. These identities can be proved using 
the integration by parts formula. 
Upper bounds in our results involve a hypergeometric function defined by 
(a ) r ( f i )~  
F(~, fl; 7; x) = 
~=0 (7)~r! ' 
where (a)r = a (a+l ) . . .  (c~+r-1),  (a)o = 1, and Ix[ < 1, [8, p. 203]. The integral representation 
of hypergeometric function F is given by the following relation: 
1 /01 F(a,  f l ;q ' ;x ) -  B(fl, 7 -  fl) t~-1(1 - t )7 -~- l (1 -x t ) -~dt '  
if 7 > fl > 0, [8, p. 207]. B is the well-known Beta function. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let n E {2,3,4} and let p and q be real numbers such that 1 _< p, q < oc, 
1/p + 1/q = 1 (if p = 1, then q = oo, i.e., 1/q = 0 and vice versa). If f : [a,b] --~ R is a function 
such that f(~-1) is absolutely continuous and f(~) E Lp(a, b), then the following inequalities hold: 
[R(f)l < K(n ,p ) (b -  a) ~+l/q f(~) p, (6) 
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(i) tb r l<p<oo,  
/ ~B(2q  + 1 ,q+ 1)l/q I 1 l/q 
36.~31/q (2q+lB(q+ ,q+ l)+-q+ lF ( -q ,q+ l:q+ 2;-1)), ,z -:'2. 
K(n,p) 1 = " I~ 3, 
( J- f Q 43)) l /q  1 -q ,3q+l ;3q+2; -  , ~ -l: 
2~ 3q+1 
(ii) forp== 1, 
1 I 1 
I((2, 1) = 2~' K(3, 1) - 324' K(4, 1) = 115----2: 
(iii) tbr p = .~o. 
1 1 1 
I((2, oo)= 8~" E(3, oo) - 576' K(4. o~)= 2880 
[)ROOF. Here we give a detailed proof for n = 2 and 1 < p < oo. Other cases are established 
similarly using relations (4) and (5). 
Let us define a function s,2 as 
~(x - a) (,r 
s2(:r) = 1 / 
3 , x E a, - -  , 
,llld lot ] -.: p ,i oc. Using identity (3) and applying H61der's inequality, we obtain 
b dx IR ( f ) l  = .~ s2(x)f"(X) 
Elementary integration gives us 
i, .... ( 11 - 1 
< 
(~ab ) l/q 
1~20~)1" dx IIf"ll,. 
[u'+b)/2(2 (a. 2a+b) )  't + ( J : ' -  a) & 
J (2,,+~,)/3 3 
/(a+2b)/3 ((t q_ 2b C) '1 
a (~,+t,)/2 3 
=2 ~ t~ g 
( ] fb-o'~2q+l ~ 1 
=2 - 1 T  } . xq(t - - .T)qd 
q -~t" --q, q4 1: q -4- 9. / 
= K(2,p)(b- a) 2+1~`I 
-~ ]. f(b a',H, 
- -  - t) "dr 97jo 1"~ " ttt \ 
whi(:h implie,- 16/ tot i~ = "2 and p ¢ (1, c~). 
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If p = 1, we have 
f b dx 1 
IR(f)[ -- s2(x)f"(x) _< max ts2(x)[ ILf"ll~ = (b - a) 2 IIf"[l l. zE [a,b] 
If  p = ec, i.e., q = 1 we have 
~ b dx ~aa bIR(f) l  = s2(x)f"(x) <_ ISl(X)l dx Ilf"ll~ 
2 Ilf"lloo (z - a) 2a~k b x 
f(a+2,)/3 (x + J(~+b)/2 (x -b )  
1 b 
= ~i-( - a )  3 IIf"ll~ 
dx + f (a+b)/2 ( ) (x -a )  x 2a+b dx 
J (2a+b)/3 3 
REMARK 1. For n = 1, we have the following constants: K(1, p) = 1/(6.31/q)( (2q+l÷l) (q÷l) ) l /q ,  
if 1 < p < co, K(1, 1) = 1 /3 , / ( (1 ,  oo) = 5/36. These results are given in [1-4]. 
REMARK 2. If n = 4 and p = c~, then inequality (6) becomes classical Simpson's inequality. 
REMARK 3. Results for p = 1 can be found in [5] and bounds for p = oo are given in [6]. 
Now we apply previous inequalities on Simpson's quadrature formula. Let a = x0 < xl < ".. < 
xm-1 < x,~ = b be nodes of the partit ion a of the interval [a,b]. Simpson's quadrature formula 
of the integral f :  f(x) dx has a form 
~ab 1 rn-1 2m- l (~x)  
f (x )dx=~)-~[ f (x i )+f (x i+ l ) ]h i+~) -~f  xi i+1 hi+R(f,~r), 
i=0 i=0 
where hi = Xi+l - -  Xi. 
Via Theorem 1, we obtain the following bounds for the remainder R(f, ~). 
THEOREM 2. Let n C {2,3,4} and let p and q be real numbers uch that 1 4_ p,q ~ 0% 
1/p + 1/q = 1. If f : [a, b] --~ R is a function such that f(n-1) is absolutely continuous, f(n) E 
Lp(a, b), and a is a partition of [a, b], then the remainder term R(f, ~) in Simpson's quadrature 
formula satisfies 
m--1 
f('~) p hn+l/q [R ( f ,~) [  <_ K(n,p) ~ i , (7) 
i=0 
where K(n, p) are defined as in Theorem 1. 
PROOF. Using Theorem 1 on interval [xi, xi+l], i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m - 1, we have 
I x~+l h~ [ ( )] <K(n,p) f(~) ph~ +l/q. f(x) dx - - - (  f(x~)W f (x i+ l )+4f  xi +xi+l 
jX i 2 -- 
Writing all these inequalities without [ • I and summing all of it, we get inequality (7). | 
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